
1. Locate the four T-clamps. Each clamp has a security pin tethered to its tightening knob.

2. Slide a T-clamp onto one end of a truss pipe as shown in the image.

3. Line up the security hole in the T-clamp with   the hole on the truss pipe and insert the security pin all the way 
through.

4. Turn the knob on the T-clamp until secure. 
Do not overtightened.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 for the remaining T-clamps

* Tools Required : Phillips-Type Screwdriver, 12 & 13 Hex Socket Wrenches, 12 & 13mm Open-End Wrenches.
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For More detailed instructions, visit our site: On-Stage.com

LCD Truss Mounting System
Assembly Instructions

FPS7400 

REVIEW MATERIALS

Remove all parts from the packaging. Compare the contents against the Parts List below. If any 
parts are missing, do not attempt to assemble this truss system. Instead, contact the Customer 
Service Department at On-Stage.com for assistance.
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Assemble the Truss



1. Locate the two Truss Mounting Assemblies. Hang the as-
semblies in the center of the truss approximately 13” apart. 
Do not tighten the clamps yet. 

2. Locate the LCD Mounting assembly. Line up the large 
holes on the Truss Mounting Assemblies with the outermost 
slots on the LCD Mounting Assembly.

3. Starting with the bottom holes, use the included nuts 
and bolts to attach the LCD Mounting Assembly to the Truss 
Mounting Assemblies.

4. Each Truss Mounting Assembly features an L-shaped 
safety latch. These latches are shipped in the “open” position 
as shown in the image. Turn each latch 180-degrees upward 
to line up the top holes. Use the included nuts and bolts to 
secure the security latches to the LCD Mounting Assembly 
as shown.

5. Tighten all nuts and bolts securely. When satisfi ed with 
the entire assembly’s position on the truss, tighten the four 
truss clamps.
   

1. Set up the tripod stands approximately 59” apart. Open 
the tripod leg assemblies to their maximum width. Welded 
rings on the stand polls indicate the maximum width and 
prevent over adjustment.  The stands must be placed on 
a stable and level surface. Ideally, the forward facing legs 
should be parallel to each other and perpendicular to the 
truss.

2. Adjust the upper shaft of each stand to its lowest 
operating position; meaning only one security hole should 
be visible. Insert the tethered security pin through the hole 
and tighten the adjustment knob.

3. With a partner, slide the truss onto the stands. Make sure 
the truss is level and then tighten all four T-clamps.

Construct the Truss Mount Assembly 

Mount the Truss to the Truss Stands



1. Attach the TV Mounting Brackets to your screen per the TV manufacturer’s instructions. A variety of hardware is 
included to work with most brands and models.

2. With a partner, hang the screen on the plate of the LCD Mounting Assembly as shown in the image. 

3. Tighten the safety screws on the TV Mounting Brackets to lock the screen in place, as shown in the image.

Mount Your Television/Monitor  


